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LOVECOIN

Lovecoin is a phone mineable cryptocurrency token designed to help spread Love, Peace, Happiness & Economic Freedom Worldwide. 10% of coins go to support user voted upon charities. Fast growing community with 300,000+ users.











SIGNUP TO GET 100,000 FREE LOVECOINS
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Get Started






Choose a Wallet

To get started with Lovecoin, the first thing you need to do is download a compatible crypto
wallet application. Visit our Wallets page to see a listing of compatible wallet
applications.


WALLETS
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Claim your Free Coins (Airdrop)

After you setup a wallet application, the next step is to acquire your first Lovecoin tokens.
Unlike 99% of other cryptocurrencies, Lovecoin is unique because we airdrop each new member
free lovecoin tokens. At the moment each new member gets 10,000 FREE Lovecoins, just for
signing up!


GET FREE LOVECOINS
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Spread the LOVE and Receive 10X+ more

Send LOVE to all your family and friends. The more LOVE you send the more LOVE you can
receive. How it Works: For each new person you get to successfully claim their free
Lovecoins, you will currently receive a bonus of 20,000 Lovecoins. Successfully invite just
50 people and you could become a LOVE Millionaire!


SPREAD THE LOVE
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Start Mining Love coins (Proof of User Activity)

Lovecoin has implemented an innovative new cryptocurrency mining method dubbed “Proof of User
Activity”. Using this method anyone can successfully mine for lovecoins using just their
Home PC. No need for specialized and expensive mining equipment. To mine all one has to do
is; download the lovecoin mining software and begin watching videos and or searching the
web.


START MINING APP
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Vote and Support Charities

One of the things that makes Lovecoin unique compared to other cryptocurrencies is the fact
that 10% of all newly created Lovecoins, go to support user voted upon charities and causes.
Any Lovecoin user can participate in this voting process via the Lovecoin Voting App.


LOVE VOTING
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Invest in Lovecoin

Do you believe in the mission of Lovecoin? Want to make money while spreading LOVE and cryptocurrency adoption worldwide? If so, purchasing Lovecoins at the current market price could be a good investment opportunity. The Lovecoin network is growing rapidly and our mission is to onboard millions of new users within the next couple years.


BUY LOVECOINS
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Find Answers to Your Questions

Want to learn more about Lovecoin and how it works? Do you have specific questions? Visit our
FAQs page for further details about the Lovecoin Project.


FAQS
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Mission of Lovecoin


Lovecoin’s primary mission is twofold;











1



(1) Encourage mainstream adoption of cryptocurrency by airdropping “LOVE” tokens to millions of individuals around the world. Then by providing each of those individuals the fun incentive structure to send “LOVE” to all their family and friends by participating in the built-in “LOVE Referral Program”. The more individuals that one successfully refers to free claim “Lovecoin Tokens”, the more LOVE they will receive themselves.

One of the problems with most cryptocurrencies today is that they require the user to purchase tokens in order to use the application. This creates an obstacle for easily on-boarding new users. If companies like Facebook or Google would have charged new users to use their products instead of giving away free access, they certainly would not have achieved the success they have had in onboarding billions of users.
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Raise money and awareness for philanthropic causes such as; helping end world hunger, providing jobs & education for those in need, and supporting local charitable organizations such as covid relief programs and animal shelters. Lovecoin aims to support these causes through an innovative built-in charity voting application, in which users of Lovecoin vote to decide which charitable causes 10% of all newly created Lovecoins are donated to support.






















Loveswap DEX (Coming Soon)



Loveswap DEX - Trade crypto assets 24/7 - 365 days a year on the blockchain platform of your choice. 
Launching on Avalanche, Binance Smart Chain, Tron & Ethereum Blockchains.


Visit Loveswap.com



















Join the Lovecoin Community
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We Need Your Skills: Contribute!

Lovecoin is a decentralized community and exists only thanks to the group of amazing
volunteers that are currently working day and night to support our project. Join us
in helping make the world a better place “1 Lovecoin at a time”.




Contribute
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Claim your Free Lovecoins

The first step to becoming a part of the Lovecoin community, is to simply free claim your 10,000 Lovecoins signup bonus. We want to make Lovecoin accessible to all individuals around the world. To make this a reality 25% of the total Lovecoin supply has been dedicated to airdropping free coins to onboard new users.




Get Free Love Coins
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